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Selcer resips

Xavier Phasing Out Football
.

by TIM TEAHAN

For the fourth time ·in five seasons, Xavier . Cecchini. "I would certainly like
University has a new head football coach. Thomas him on my staff."
Cecchini was named Head Coach on Friday
TwoofSelcer'sotherassistants
. February 4, replacing Dick Selcer, who resigned Don Costa and Jim Coletto hav;
on Thursday, February· a.
.
leftXaviertopursuenewin~rests.
The new 28-year-old coach is a 1988 graduate of
the University of Michigan and served on the staff
of Bump Elliot and Bo Schembechler as scout and
&SBistant coach before -.aduation.

1959 graduate of Notre Dame said
that he was "resigning for
personal and professional
reasons," and that he made his
·decision to leave Xavier "after a
Costa has taken an administrative •great deal of ~h~ught as ,,to my
position at a high school in future and family s future.
·
Pennsylvania and Coletto has
In an interview with Jim
accepted an assistant coaching job McCafferty, Xavier Athletic
at a ·university in. California, Director, the budget cutback
where he hails from.
was cited as one of the reasons
Selcer, who had a year behind SeICer's resignation.
remaining on a three-year
Cecchini stated that he can
contract, did not disclosebis plans 'work with the reductions in
for the future, saying, "I do not at scholarships, staff, staff
present have any other offers, in salaries, and operating
coaching or out of coachinar." The budget.

.,.
He was a three-time letterman for a freshman to play, one of
with the Wolverines and was the reasons being the world of
elected Captain his final season. difference between high
He attended Michigan on a grant- · school and callege ball."
in-aid and won all-Big .Ten · Xavi~ stands to save around
Mr. Thomas A. Cecchini
~onference honors ·his last two $3000 by not fielding a freshman
se~nsandwasnamedhonor!1ble squad, but will not reduce the
meJttion on the l~All-Amencan number of freshman scholarships.
team.
Cecchini will continue the
At p~nt, Cecchini does not· recruiting program started by
plan to change any of the basic Selcer and will also be looking for a
patterns on offense or defense, new staff at the same time. "I pian
going with thesarnetypeofattack, to concentrate our recruiting
· which utilizes the abilities of around the Cincinnati area,"
quarterbacks Paul Smith and Tim states Selcer's succeBBor. "The
by GARY TAPHORN
Dydo. The new grid coach favors a Catholic League in the city is one
On Wednesday, January 12, the Afro-American Student Mulligan's pending decision to cut
. conservative ballcontroloffense,a of the finest in the country and
holdover from his days with, produces quite a number of. Association held its Black Forum and . accused Xavier scholarships at Xavier as one that
Schembechler at Michigan, but gutstan~.J.~thletes."
- .University of white racism and promoting the suppression of might be based on racist
considerations. Blacks, she said,
not to the extent of not passing, at' . CecChini also plans to look ·minority groups. The actual presentations'during the forum· are "last accepted, first rejected" at
were
m~de
by
members
of
the
Afro-American
Students
.· he put it.
..
locally for his new staff. He hasn't
Xavier.
Xavier Will not .field. a really had aii.opJiortUnitY a"S'yet to Association Coordinating Committee, which claims to
John Baker stated that "black
re~resent
at
leaat
75%
of
all
bl~ck
at_udents
on
campus.
tn.bman team in the 1973 seriollsly start looking. but would
students
have been indoctrinated
. seasons; · bat Cecehiril will - like Charlie Davia, one of Selcer's . · According to Vicki Spencer, students, but must do so while
accepting
into
n'"C5rms and values of
make: ase<of,frNbmen on the - aliai. .ts ~d,~~tside linebacker keynote. speaker for the forum, the · accepting .. the burden of Xavier's
. vanity leveL ··'We·do-:-phui~i(i coach la8t season,·to help hiln hi purpoaCj- of' the meeting was tO . racism. She put forth a resolution · white Anierica." Formerly, he
said, black students went to college
.use ~en o~ .the V:anltf
phueofhlsprolnun;"Charlie combat the racism SC> "integral" to calling for "the elimination of the
team·," commented ·the new is a fine oqranizer and. ·an white society and _to Xavier recognition of all testing which with the idea of escaping the
horrors of the ghetto. Now,
.;.!i!•~~. ··bU.~_!~ will be .to~lii- outa~ding man,'' - con._un~~!-ed - University. She . categorized servesasacriteriaforadmission." .however,
a rising sense of black
raclsm in. a broad, .admittedly · Ameb Tucker, speaking on the nationalsim has encouraged
controv~ way, to ~elude the subject of · black scholarships, educated blacks to retum to the
~co~ous supp~1on and deplored the scarcity of both state ghettoes and work for their
ali~natio~ ~f ~o~ties by the and federal scholarsliip' funds as improvement.
white maJonty ~society. Spencer . well as the "injustices" of Xavier's
Baker classified the Afro.
· set forth th•mamgoal of the forum own scholarship program. She American Student Association as
!8 ~ ~~p~ to m~e .~own charged that blacks were being "not a social club or organization,
by JACK?.~.
.
. denied partofthemoneycomingto but a political government of black
Xavier s mV1B1ble raC1811l.
Confusion has arisen recently The ineome from this fund was to
The admissions policy at Xavier, them under the University Tuition students," whose job it is to
conCerning the. late Thomas J. :be used to finance the university's which is based largely on IQ and _Scholarship Program. Under this
sensitize black students to the
_Walsh donation and the overall scholarship program.
achievement testing, was attacked program, the 4.5% annual interest needs of the . whole black
University Scbolar&hip for Black
At .-n interest rate of&% the by Barbara Milon as "unfair,"· on the $1 million Walsh
community. He added that, for the
Students, according to Rev. university would receive "u n ch ri s ti an , ,,
· and Scholarship· Fund is given to past three years, the Association
Clift'ord S .. Besse, .S.J., Chairman · •&0,000
per
year; "discriminating." She argued that ·deserving black students. Tucker hd8 conducted its own recruiting
of the Schol8rship Committee.
:appro:idmately •280,000 is comparative research on· racial. claimed that only $30,000 of the pr_o_.r;;-ni-·i>e-ca-ii&e of the
. In the spring of· 1969, the :needed for all scholarships. intelligence advocates a ''holier· $45,000 interest has been
(Continued on page 2)
University established a ·.The sreater part of than-thou" attitude and promotes accountl!d for. She questioned Fr.
·scholarship fund of $10,000 to be 'scholar8hipespenditure.must an erroneous equation between an·lm9wn as the University Tuition.· be financed from current individual's native intelligence
Schollll'8hips. This amount was income. Besse made it clear and his· measured ability. Milon
subsequently increased to $30,000. that the •&0,000 Xavier also charged that verbal skills
Thirty- nine nine blacks are now ·receives i• intended to unique tO blacks are not re-inforced
receiving these 11cholarships and · :partially . offset over~ll. in the "white" classroom. She
. stipends are supplemented scholarahlp · expense&. The further stated that blacks at
by JEFF ROTH
whenever possible with State aild ._.,,000 from this don_atioi;i !s Xavier must not only confront the
Federal grants. '
·
(Contin~ed on pape.2)
challe~ges faced by white
The Cincinnati vice squad reported by Xavier security· was
.·- "So-me refer to· these - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - conductedasearchfordrugsin too great to be left to university
scholarships by calling them
Brockman, Husman, · and discipline alone, contacted the
.Walsh scholarships; there are no
Kuhlman Halls on S1lnday and Cincinnati Police who took
Walsh scholarships," says.Besse.
Monday, January 18 and 17. · immediate action. Vice squad
Police· seized quantities of detectives searched a room in
The late Thomas J. Walsh
"hashish,
marijuana, Husman and in Kuhlman Hall
established the Mary Manning
amphetamines, and LSD'. They early Monday morning, and, on
Walsh Scholarship Fund in 1968
·also arrested five Xavier the basis. of evidence uncovered in
JVi$h ~donation Qf ~ver si million.
by JOHN LECHLEITER
students.
·
those rooms, raided a room in
. Under the· direction of Rev. several campus locations,
The
searches
and
arrests
came
Brockman Hall on Monday
Clifford S. Besse, S.J ., the including ._ the bookstore about as a result of an afternoon. ·
atorage
area,
the
carpenter
Committee on Allocation of Space
Of the five students arrested by
investigation by Xavier's Safety·
is presently reviewing a request by shop, the lower theatre, and Security Office, which has been thepolice,Mr.TerrenceO'Connell,
the
records
room
in
Alter
ff.all.
the Cominunieation Arts
making a study of .the drug Mr. Salvatore Lobianco, and Mr.
Department to move the Xavier However, it waa noted that situation on campus during· the Donald Williams were charged
University televisfon studio from each of these locations, for one past few years. At 10:00 p.m. on with misdemeanors, including the
SY!nmes.. reason or another, is Sunday, Xavier security officers unlawful use of an hallucinogen,
its present location
Studio to a suitable 'place on inadequate, :al'.ld the Cash obtained information indicating posssession of an· hullucinogen,
campus; Tht! proposal was Room in the· Logan Buildins that there was to be a sale of a · and posseasion of amphetamines.
forwarded by Rev; Lawrence J. waa designated as the only large quantity of LSD in. Husman The other two students, Mr. Clyde
available location on campus
: Flynn, S.J., Chairman of the
at present that ·would be Hall; the officers then contacted Kirkham and Mr. Dennis Foster,
Conununication Arts Department,
Mr. Roderick Shearer, Vice- were charged with unlawful
·
and Mr. Jay Adrick at the January suitable.
president of Student Affiars, possession of hal.lucinogens for
Questions
r&ised
by
the
Space
11 meeting of the committee.
concerning the sale.
sale, a fellony.
In their eflom to ..relocate Committee included ·inquiries
havi~g
determined
When these same five students
Shearer,
and
type
of
concerning
the
coat
the atudlo, Flynn and Adrlck
· (Continued on page ·5)
~hat
thequantityo!~rl\~_ced~~~_IJ
, (Continued on P,ase 6)
....:lie~· Clllrord S. BM!~,-~~·... . .abMilecL.1he.... feaaibillty of

Blacks Claim XU Sponsors
''lnv-isible'' Whit.e Racism

one

Besse. Gives Clarification
Of ''Walsh'' ScJlolarships

-----------------------!...----

Raids Expose Drug
·Problem At Xavier

XU Television Studio
Screens New Location

at

•:
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Change In Allocation Of
General Fee Proposed

Computers and
Privacy

The Xavier chapter of the
Association of Computing
Machinery and Student
A proposal which would discretionary fund be allocated to
drastically change the manner of Student Senate.
Government will co-sponsor a
allocation of certain General Fee
The proposal was subject to
lecture by Dr. Arthur R. Miller
monieswasintroducedatthemoet much diecull8ion at the meeting
on Thursday, February 10, at
recent meeting of the General Fee and alternative plans were
8:00 p.m. in the Xavier Theatre.
Task Force.
eugll'ested. All aspects of the
A discussion will follow in the
Hearth Room at 10:00 p.m.
The proposal, presented by Mr. discussion and all plane
Tom Zeno, would give Student considered, howevv, did not in
Miller, who teaches law· at
Senate control of a Student essence stray significantly from
Harvard, warns against the
Activities Budget. This budget the original proposal.
misuse of computers, dossiers,
would be all0cated directly to the
In subsequent meetings, the
and data banks in storing and
Student Senate from the General committee will be forced to decide
transmitting personal credit
information and 1aw
Fee and would subsequently be the whether or not the ·principle of
source of all funds allocated to Student Senate control over all
enforcement reports. He feels
that these practices are
student activities. The adoption of budgets for student activities is, in
such a proposal would give theory, the moat acceptable
becoming a serious· threat to
personal privacy in our country
Student Senate the power of the manner of operation in regard to
puree over all Xavier student these allocations.
today.
activities. In addition to the
At present, the precise amount
· Miller is well-grounded in .
this subject, having discussed
monies allocated to Student allocated to each student activity
Senate for all student activities, is determined by the University
it on William F. Buckley Jr.'s
the proposal also stipulated that a · Budget Committee.
television show, "Firing Line"
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! and on a recent network special
entitled "The Assault on
Privacy.''
Further information may be
Mardi Gras this year will have a Lynn Reiley.
obtained from Dr. Delaney, 853·
true "Mardi Grae" flavor. The
3686 or Ed Gibson, 853-3658.
The entire evening will
entire University Center will
reflect the streets of New Orleans, commence at 8:00 p.m., Saturday,
providing a Flea Market in ·the February 12, with a concert by folk
Ohio Room and old movies in the guitarist Wendy Vickers in the
Terrace Room, featuring such Theatre. The other activities will
WVXU-FM (91.7), the voice
greats as BeUa Lugosi, Laurel and open up at 9:00 p.m., and remain
of Xavier University, presents
Hardy, Charlie Chaplin, W.C. · open until 1:00 a.m.
Anyone interested in setting up
the Sports Report every MonFields, and.for sports fans, a look
day afternoon from 5:30 p.m.
at the 1970 World Series a display at the Flea Market
to 6:00 p.m. Your hosts, Jeanne
Champions, the Cincinnati Rede. should contact Jim Doyle, 113
Palmer, Joe Colline, and Tom
The Hearth Room will be Husman Hall, 351-6851.
Stevens offer a half hour of
transformed into a coffee shop,
The cost of the whole evening
sport news, commentary, and
complete with ·red-checkered will be $1.00, which covers
interviews with prominent
tablecloths
and
folk admission to all activities. Beer
sport figures. As an · added
entertainment with Tino Angelini will be sold for 15 cents - as well
attraction, the listener can
and the singing team of Pete and ·as coffee tea, and pop.
phone in questions and com·
mente concerning the past and
present in sports.
by MIKE MADGES
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Joyoust
Oneof the
year's top tent"

American

movie of 1971 !"
-Jouoh G11m1s. Newsdl'I

T1rne 1Jagazme

"The best, most

"Human
and funny

charming and
funniest home
movie ever
made!"

..• gosee

'Minnie &
Moskowitz.'"

-Wanda Hare
New York Da•ty

Ne~s

.

Women Given Slim Chance
The Xavier University
Intramural Department will offer
two non-credit "slimnastics"
courses this semester. The
program, under the direction of
Me. Trish Cavode, who holds a
Masters Degree in Physical
Education
from Miami
University, will consist of two
different sessions.
A 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. session will
be held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays for all female faculty
and staff members as well as for
any other interested women in the
Xavier community.
On Mondays and Wednesdays a
session will be held from 3:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. This session, designed
primarily for undergraduate
students and their friends, will
include recreational activities and
simple gymnastics instruction.
All classes begin the week of
February 14 and run for a period of
12 weeks, with. a break for the
Easter recess. A charge of $20 for
the 24 sessions will be required to
pay the instructor's salary. A pre.
registr~tion is necessary and no

class additions may be made after
the closing date of February 11.
Anyone interested in this
program should send their name,
address, and phone number to Mr.
Anthony J. Brueneman, Director
of Intramural Athletics,·
Fieldhouse, Xavier University,
45207. A check for $20, made out to
Trish Cavode, should accompany
each applicatioJ!.
44

Walsh" Scholarships

(Continued from page 1)
not meant to be exclusively for
blacks.
"It should be noted that all .our
academic scholarships are open to
all students irrespective of race,
creed or color," says Besse.
The only scholarship that has
any limitation is the University
Tuition Scholarship and the only
limitations on this scholarship are
that the student must be black and
have first been a~itted to the
university before consideration for
the scholarship.

Blacks Claim XU Sponsors
"'Invisible" White Racism
(Continued from page I)

"inadequate" job done by studying other civilizations and
university officials in this area. cultures. He added that courses in
. Baker concluded by demanding blaclt studies can only be properly
that the university give the Afro- taught by black professors and he
American Student Association a further termed the piece meal
$5,000annualallowanceoutofthe addition of a few black culture
General Fee so the Association
could properly carry out its courses as an attempt by the
administration to pacify black
activities.
Henderson
Leon Henderson spoke on the acHviete.
proposed Black Studies Program, characterized Xavier as "an
charging that the Xavier institution of racist education
administration has let the where whites come to learn and
pro'°'oc ... i lie dormant since it was upon graduating begin to exploit
first introduced in September of the people whose community they
1969. He stated that most blacks were taught in." Xavier, he said,
'don't ,;nnfinteg-ration into white must cease playing the role of the
institutions and argued that if "grr~at white Father" and
courses in Western CiVilizntion experience the realities of the local.
can be required, so can cournes black community.

A PAULIST DOESNT
WAIT TOBE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

If you think
that ordination
is something
like graduation ·.·
-and the time
in between is
similar to marking time-then
you couldn't be more mistaken.
The Paulists were founded
with the belief that each man is
a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing.
Each is an individual with his
own talents and he is given the
freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.
For instance, during the novitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, vocational rehabilitation centers and
Universities:They serve as assistant chaplains, co-retreat masters,
student teachers and psychiatric
aides.
Paulist Seminarians create
recreMional programs, direct
"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, experiment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,
originate and edit the Paullst
Free Pre11, coordinate Lenten
' lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few .
When you commit yourself to
the Paulists, it isn't a someday
thing. It's now. Today.
For more information about
, the Paulists write to: Rev. Don·
aid C. Campbell, C.S.P., Voca·
tlon Director, Room 300.

"""'I

GENA ROWLANDS · SEYMOUR CASSEL

Wrilten 1nd dlrecled by JOHN CASSAYETES

~ir~'ho

.Jl

I& f [to • I, I[.'
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Starts Friday
Feb. 11th
Exclu1lvel 11t Run!

VALENTINE'S DAY FEB. 14

rrs THE THOUGHT THAT COUNTS
. SO BIG THINKERS GIVE A VALENTINE DIAMOND
Be sentimental with style. Give your love a
Valentine diamond. It need not be big.
But it will sparkle with the fire of love. Our
expertise will help _you choose the right
gem at the right price. She'll adore the thought.
And love the diamond.
Ope11 a Geh Cha"rCJe Accou11t or
UH Olly major credit card at Geh

pajlstfcthets.
1-'INt;: .11':'\\'El .t-:RS

downtown CORNER SIXTH & RACE
• IEECHMONT MALL
• KENWOOD MALL
•TRI-COUNTY MALL
•WESTERN WOODS MALL

415 West 59tb Street
· New York, N. Y. 10019

•WALNUT HILLS
•COVINGTON
•MILFORD
•NORWOOD

Moot Geh Sforea Opu Moedar 'HI 9, All OfN'e nanllor 'fll 9

XAV~ER

DICTIONAR.IES
WEBSTER
'-ibrary size, 1971 ecjition, bronc
new, stiU in box. Cost new: $45.00
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Departmental Review: Modem Languages _

Language Depart111ent Emphasizes Skills
Whlle Cultural Appreciation Suffers·

Will S~ll for $15

by BOB GERVASI

A major problem in universities . At Xavier, the principal em· three-hour courses. Frequency.
However, according to John
Miller, the lab attendant, "only
today is the tension between fA!ch·.i phasis is upon language as a skill, of contact is more important than
Moll te
nique and content as bases for . and therefore· the appreciation or the total length of time."
a very small minority of language
education. Should we educate literature must yield to fluency . Dr. Joseph Bourgeois adds that students use the lab .. Next semes·
NORTH AMERICAN
people to be compe'tent techni: in speech ·and manipulation of the · ten-hour course makes the
ter, I would estimate that about
clans or reflective, though un· the language as the most impor- second sem.ester · easier to or·
five students will use the lab each
LIQUIDATORS
skilled, theoreticians? A similar tant educational goals.
ganize. "Furthermore, the value day."
1450 Niagara Falla Blvd.
problem faces today's Depart·
Dept.
Vega admits that at present,
According to Mr. Donald of the 12-hour course in development of Modem··. Languages, Leonard, Instructor in French, ing proficiency· was severely
Tonawanda, ~·! Y~ll-l4t.58
the lab does not fulfill its purpose.
~.0.0· order~· ·enclose. $1.00 · good will though on a less cosmic scale.
this approach in no way intends limited by the discontinuity of He believes that the instructor
Jepcslt n.y balance plus C.0.0. ship· What is more important, and.
·to denigrate the objective value study because of the summer
should make more of an attempt
Jing .on delivery. Be satisfied on inspecion or return within I 0 days for ful
what should 'be the goal of a Ian." ·of literature, but is simply a hard vacation."
to relate the course to the lab and
efund. No dealers, each volume speci
.guage depilrtment, knowledge of fact of academic life. Because of
•icolly stomped not for resale.
that students should try to use
v
however, is
· no t comega,
Please odd $I .25 postage and hondling. ;the structtire of a language or
the lab more frequently. He would
the limited time available, the pletely satisfied. "The ten-h~ur
New York State· residents odd applicable
familiarity with the culture in department must endeavor to course is a better introductory
··$oles tax.
·
also like to have the lab moved
which the language is used?
to a more central location like
teach primarily a command of course, but it does not raise stuAlter Hall, but this does not seem
the language, to whatever degree . dent competence to the interfeasible at present.
is warranted by the ability and mediate level."
interest of the student.
The program for majors is ade.
Dr M • Student opinion on the matter
Department ch airman
quate. It too emphasizes linguistic
.
So
rt the
. a· .
tias Vega adds that it is chiefly is also diverse: . me suppo
skill, but literature is given a
~or s1m1lar reasons but
through language that cultural Pr 0 gram . •'
•
'
prominent place as well. Dennie
d · ta din ·
· ed Afte others thmk five hours is too much
Herrick,
sophomore Spanish
un ersd nh g ish~cqeduir .
r time to devote to one subject in
a stu ent as ac iev a reason·
te I
h 0 rt the ten· major, thinks that both aspects,
able proficiency in the language one semes r. n s
d language and culture, are suf•
·
from the basic course be it i~ hour course has both good an
ficiently treated in the upper·
·
' ·
but the good seem division curriculum.
1
he b ad ~eaturee
'
•
French German
or Spanish
is enc;uraged ~ read indep~nd- to outweigh the bad ..
Vega points out that the depart-~n~ly_()X:!<> _t.l!_~e-~n_"l1PP.f:!r·4ivieio~
The role of the language lab in .ment is really three departments
course.
the modem language curriculum in one, sil)ce majors are offered
A more immediate question is another point of contention. in French, German and Spanish.
then arises: does the basic ten· Vega insists that practice in (Russian will be offered in the
hour course fulfill its purpose of the lab is necessary. "Some day school next year, but not as
. making the student "reasonably · teachers use the lab regularly and a major.) Because resources are
proficient?" There is a slight others use it occasionally and it limited, .the quantity of upperdiversity of opinion on this point. is available to the student on a division ·courses per semester is
Leonard maintains that, presup- library basis. At any rate, the small1 but courses are changed
Put her under your spell ..
posing student interest, the basic audio-lingual method is a nation- each e~mester so that after four
Send her the FTD LoveBundle.
U1U11lly available fo
course can develop a fair speaking ally-accepted learning technique years, the major will have been
This big, bright bouquet of
less than
broad area of
facility in the student. "The two and it is essential that the student exposed to
freshly-cut flowers and Valenof
voices
five-hour
courses
are
definitely
be
exposed
to
a
variety
subjects.
tine trimmmgs is imaginatively
•
better. ~an' the old system of four. speaking the language."
In what respects can the problended in a beautiful ceramic-~
. bowl of world-famous Haeger Pottery. Order
lfl!
··
gram be improved? The faculty
cuts which resulted from the buda LoveBundle early so that it can work its magic
SECOND SEMESTER + SUMMER
get squeeze certainly did not help,
all week. You can send ·one almost anywhere by
· and the course offering is ade·
simply contacting your nearby FTD Florist. (Hint I He
OFF CAMPUS
quate when the number of faculty
can send candy with your flowers, too.)
LUXURY LIVING
is considered. It seems that the
But start plotting now.Valentine's Day is Monday.
major improvement which could
be accomplished under present
The VIII• (Theda Bara House) corner Ledgewood
circumstances would be for the
•As an Independent buslneuman, each FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.
basic course to assume more of a
at Victory Prky. Female students,. double rooms.
© 1 72 Floris s' Tr nsworld Deliver Association.
cultural approach. Perhaps one
Pool, parking, air conditioned, was.her-dryers,
ROBERT DURBAN, '42
of the five weekly classes could
kitchen facilities, TV.
·
be a lecture on the philosophy,
literature, art or history of a given
Manor
House
Efficiencies
for
two
carpeted,
period in the culture of the languCLIFI'ON AVENUE AT LUDLOW
age being studied. One or several
air
conditioned,
furnished,
TV,
kitchens,
parking,
Phone: 861-4232
literary works could be read in
pool.
translation. (In this regard the
department is to be commended
Now available.
for the creation of literature
"Flowers For All Occasions"
courses in translation.)
533" McALPIN AVENUE
Call Mrs. Grube - 731-6505.
In sum, an attempt should be
Phone: 861-7866
Discounts by year leases.
made to incorporate both the
technical and the cultural dimensions of language. Thie is done in
part by the extra-curricular programs sponsored by the department, but the cultural approach
should also be included in the
course of studies.
Deduct I 0% on orders of 6 or more.

end the love potion .
·that never fails

•1210

a

The FTD LoveBundle;
ADRIAN· :FLOWER SHOP

DURBAN'S GREENHOUSES

WILLIS SIMMONS
TYPING SERVICE
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155'
Typing Student Papers,
Author MS.

Call B'- Appointment Only.

OUR
WATER
MAKES
THE
DIFFERENCE!
THE BURGER BREwiNG CO. CINCINNATI, OH.ID
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The News will not publish letters which violate
charity and good taste. Letters containing objection·
able sections will not be printed in whole or in
part. Because of space limitations, the News will
not ordinarily publish letters in excess of 500 words.
Letters will not be published· unless they have been
signed by the writers. If a Writer wishes his name
withheld, the editors will comply.

Opinion
Page
orumll

Letters To The Editor

The Xavier News is published during tne school
year except during vacation and examiriation
periods by Xavier· University, Hamilton County,
Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $5.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at
the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act
of March 3, 1879. Letters should he addressed to
the Editor and mailed to the News in care of the
Xavier University Center.

Bob Helerir.ger

Once Routine, Now Heroic .
Heathen Pigs
Editor:
Being a donn resident for three years, I did not go into
the Xavier Musketeer Grill very much. Now as a senior I
live off campus and I am a grill employee. The question
that I have to·raise is: "What kind of heathen pigs eat in
our grill?" Next time one of you goes into the grill I want
you to look at the floor of this eating establishment. There
you will find crunched wrappers, cigarette butts, cups, and
God only knows what else. This would be understandable
if there were no ashtrays or trash cans. This, as we all
know, is not the case. There are ashtrays and trash cans
throughout the grill. Itis our responsibility as a student
body to take pride in our griil and keep it clean rather than
having it look like the rats just had an auction there.
Vincent C. Caponi '72
.'

Worked Up
Editor:
Wow! It certainly does seem curious that ·a revolu·
tionary institution like the Experimental Living-Learning
Community would get so worked up over a little
criticism, like that of Dennis King's ·December 8. edi· •
torial. When the E.L.LC. feels it necessary to trot out
its "accomplishments" in order to refute Mr. King, one.
can only wonder if the E.LLC. is more political than
educational in orientation. And talk about "flamboyant
rhetoric and vague generaliti~!" Just ask someone
who lives in the community about the "raison d'etre"
of the E.L.L.C.!
-·· Michael Marrero

Tear XU Down
Editor:
Your recent editorial on reducing core requirements, like
so many other opinions expressed in your paper, shows an
astonishing ignorance both of the subject and of the
feelings of the student body in general.
If G.X.B., whoever that is, had bothered to read the
petition he has written about, he would have found that it
does indeed "provide articulation o( present
diesatisfactions and future alternatives." If he hfd
bothered to talk to the hundreds of students we have talked
to in getting signatures for the petition, he would know
that most students are asking for a reduction of philosophy
and theology requirements.
Mr. G.X.B. stated that the petition "seems inconsistent
with what most students are really asking for: a thorough
intensifying of the quality of both teachers and courses."
We have collected over 1000 signatures that state tha~ they
want a reduction of requirements for a myriad of reasons
that range from financial to the fact that the present
requirements take away from valuable time that could be
spent on course.a involved with one's Jllajor.
In the first weeks of second semester, we are going to get
a few more signatures and bring our proposal before the
· Academic Council. I see no way that the administration
can turn do~ a -petition that will eventually_ include a
majority. of the student body, unless they use examples like
your irreepoMible editorial to point ou~ our lack ofsupport
amon1 the student body. We feel that if the administration
continues to stifle much needed and popular refonns then
we can tear XU down and tum it back into the golf coune
they ruined when they built this place.
Roc00 Saracina
Ann Finefrock
Faye DeVille
Matthew Hartigan
F. Robert Hannon
Douglas Wernet

Aci:olades are still pouring in
commending the valiant. stand
taken recently by the -Stanford
University Board of Trustees.
They bucked the inceBSant
preBSures of ~eir minute but
vociferous student and faculty
Crazies and eliminated a self·
proclaimed Maoist-revolutionaey
profeesor, one H. Bruce Franklin,
from the University payroll. The
final vote by the Trustees was
about as close ail the unforgetable
Custer.Sioux Indian title-fight 20·2.
.
·
1

At this writing, the various
rallies and protests are still in
seesion, with the singers and
dancers demanding a . full
reinstatement of their inane
version of "Academic Freedom."
The UPI has duly reported that as
huge a throng as 100 have
participated in the festivities so far
with no visible reinforcements on
the horizon. Naturally, no word is
mentioned of the other 99.5% of the
school's enrollment who, if not
ecstatic with the outcome, have at
least acquiesced.

computer center, and urged
the American· university."
wholesale violence at a rally a la ·
William Kuntsler. If that is
There it is .in the proverbial
"Academic Freedom," my friends,
nutshell. No forensic chills and
then bulls should no longer be
thrills. No death-defying daredevil
prohibited from entering china
feats of rhetoric. Just a simple,
shops.
straightforward, uncomplicated
tieatise on the defense of what is
But then, I shall employ the
widely known as "Academic
wisdom of Stanford's faculty
Freedom,'' Indeed, maybe the
President, Richard ·Lyman, who
pendu1'1m is swinging back to
summed up the entire melodrama
harken a day of collegiate
in stellar fashion when he said: "I
decisions, disciplinary or
think that this decision will stand
otherwise, that are eomewhatas a landmark in a difficult but
fortified with Common Sense. It is
essential effort for higher
just a crying shame that dedicated
education. Namely, to distinguish
men, such as those involved in the
between the protected free
incident atStanford-whomerely
expreseion of ideas, no matter how
exeeuted a rational decision to a
repugnant to how many people,
really minor problem - are
and a license on the other hand, to
suddenly hoisted onto a national
wield any weapon and exploit any
pedestal somewhere in between
opening to attack and bring to a
Nathan Hale and Davy Crockett.
halt the function of one of the
Academic order, once routine, now
greatest strongholds of free
expression in the world today merits a Medal of Honor.

Steve Goodman

A· Moral Pro·blem

But, therein lies the rub. Ten or
·so years ago, such a fundamental
disciplinary procedure would not
Recently, an emergency meeting
"I know, I know,'' 81l8Wered
have made the student newspaper
editorial pages, let alone full of the Athletic Board was called at, Mack, "but most people don't, and
coverage by the national media. well, to preserve anonymity and we've got to do something to catch
Today, of. course, matters have reputations, we'll · call it "X these guys offside, or else they'll try
swung a eomplete 360° arc University." The meeting opened to ruin us for sure. We may be
whereby
the
college with a rousing rendition of"Praise down, but we're not out."
One board member then asked,
administration that submits to the Lord and Pass the Football;"
any and all adamant demands by cigars were then lit and the "What are they worried about
their respective high-octane members eat down to business. anyway? Why should the
The Athletic Director, whom we'll university care whether
s~udent (and faculty) minorities is
approved and applauded as the call "Mack" (not his real name), something is moral or not?"
nonn; and the increasingly rare got up to speak.
"Because this is a Catholic
.institution, e.g., Stanford, who has
"Team we've got another university, and Catholics are
the audacity to say, "No, here we problem to tackle it seems that supposed to care about things like
draw-the line," has .become the this school just won't let our that. It's these damn theology
deviation from that norm. I think beloved athletics be. For the past courses they've been taking,''
it utterly pathetic that Order, once few years, you remember, our Mack answered.
rudimentary and a vital pre· opponents have thrown numerous
"We could sprinkle holy water
requisite to any academic blocks into our efforts to build a
on the football," a member
endeavor, has now become as winning football team.
suggested.
gallant and heroic as The Alamo.
"First the~ tried the money play,
"Or' make the sign of the cross
It rankles me to think, however, er, ploy, and said this school
or to .surmise what precisely are couldn't afford to continue inter- after each huddle," said another.
the Crazies' ideas on this col~egiate football, what with the
"Or substitute psalms for
admittedly ambiguous tenn of · budget and all. You remember how cheers," added another.
"Academic Freedom." I mean, we advised them to. use fiscal
"Or ,use nuns as cheerleaders,''
after· an, the phrase does have a responsibility by cutting some offered another.
concrete def(nition, the academic frills, such as extra
"Wait, wait, hold the line"
interpretations of which are often faculty members, and by giving
stretched · further than an old the student body lessons in boomed Mack, "I've got·asolution.
Why don't we play their own
innertube. Would the irate economics via a tuition raise.
Stanford demonstrators, for · "Then some of those radical game?"
instance, have permitted Adolf students tried a quarterback enea1t
Confused· but interested, the
Hitler to conduct a Sociology and yelled about one of our most Board members quieted down.
course - say,' "So,130 Genocide: traditional and important rites
Mack continued, "Now my plan
Techniques and Applications;" or The Homecoming Queen Contest'. is this: why don't we agree that
maybe Alphonse Capone, drawing
Olli' defense held on that, too, you football is at least moral question,
on his infinite wealth of recall.
·
and reqyeaUhat-a·c!ftfiiHHl the
experience,. to instruct a couple of
ethical aspects of football be
"Well,
our
opponent8
have
survey courses in "Business
inserted into the required
Management" and "Industrial thrown ano.ther bomb. You philosophy core, replacing
remember
those
recent
books
by
Relations;" or even Andrei
Metaphysics or Philosophy of
Vishinsky, the Russian Butcher, those gutle88 hippie football Man or some silly subject like that.
that
football
is
a
players
who
said
perhaps to teach a few Ethics
d811'ading sport (as if sports c~uld After all, this is more relevant to a
clauee.
·
be ·degrading!)? Well, some collqe student anyway. ·
Fancies of hyperbolic mind? I egghead Jesuit must have read
"Instead of having to read Plato,
think not. The Maoist devotee, the
Aristotle, or some of those Jesuit
those
or
something,
because
this
now unemployed Franklin, would
padre is now suggesting that rascals, they can discuss the
fit like a glove into the above football
is immoral!"
concept of the Just Tackle, the
mentioned categories. The man
symbolic
significance of the T·
"Immoral!"
went
the
shocked
had quite an impreHive track
fonnation,
or the relationship
record. For openers, he merely replies. Immediately, one Jesuit
between the block and the
disrupted a speech by former U .N. member of the Board ("Father 0")
Christian desire to meet other
Ambassador Henry CahotLodge, stood up and trembled, "Look, I've
human beings face tO face. They
led a eit·in at the University's been a Jesuit most of my life, a~d I
know what's immoral!"
'
fC011ti11ued 011 paJ(t' 7J
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Straight. Politics
When Senator Jack G. Smothers
announced last week his
candidacy for the Presidential
nomination - thereby making
himself the 17th cadidate - there
was considerable reaction
throughout the country. The
unruly ambition of Presidential
hopefuls, observers feel, may be
reaching an all-time excess.
Interviewing the man on the
street, the Xavier News discovered
an uneasy public, increasingly
suspicious of the prudence and
sobriety shown by politicans.
However, a closer look at
comment8 made in interviews
reveals a slightly different story.
Sadly enough, the general public
lacks
·a
fundamental
understanding of politics and even
of govemment.
Many citizens, for instance,
completely failed to understand
one presidential candidate when
he called himself a "progressive
conservative of the middle road."
Some plainly mistook it for
nonsense.

t • thi1 ccvd •nd to•
Now at a new low price: $3. And it's
good until your 22nd birthday!
You get a reserved seat, any day,
and save about 20%. ·call us, or see
your travel agent.

A majority of people expressed
irritation over the relative
obscurity of several candidates.
When . informed that ·these
"unknowns" were actually
_mayors of several large
Midwestern towns, several
citizens responded by asking,
"How can a nobody expect to lead
such a great country as the United
State&?'.' ~ortunately, a White
House spokesman was on hand to
· remind ua all that Vice-Presidnent
Agnew was once, as he put it, "a
veey big nobody."
The public seems regretably
. confused on such campaign issues
as foreign policy. No one could
explain, for example, whether the
policy known as "seeking an
honorable peace" ever really
intended to end the Indo-China
War. Nor could anyone say
whether it was good that some
Americans die fighting
com.munis~ in Vietnam wh~e

other Americans dine conversing
with them in Peking and Moscow.
The average citizens seems
equally ignorant on simple
domestic issues, and,:· moreover,
expresses a reluctance to leam.
One man, for instance, naively
identified the phrase "full
employmel\t" as literally meaning
"full employment." When told that
the phrase correctly meant an
actual 4% unemployment, the man
simply walked away, crassly
referring to the matter as "a bunch
of crap."
Most citizens, finally, confess a
complete ignorance of the process .
of Presidential campaigns
themselves. Several openly
admitted they did not understand
how a senator or a govemor was
able to run a national campaign,
enter eleven national primaries,
and still properly manage the
affiars of his present elected office.

XU Television Studio
Screens New Location
(Continuedfrom page I)

BUT
...

my.·true

contacted concerning the matter,
refused to comment, saying: "No,
I'm sorry, the Xavier News has
been down on me and therefore, I
don't want to have anything to do
with them. Other than that, I have
no further comment."
A spokesman for. Symmes
Studio said only that an eventual
goal of the department involving
the installation of closed-circuit
cable television on the Xavier
campus would take at least a year
to effect. The spokesman also
stated that a press release ·
clarifying the entire matter would
be forthcoming.

new electric cables and thenumber
of hours that the Cash Room
would be used as a television
studio. Also discussed were the
restrictions that would be imposed
on the other segments of the
University as aresultofallocating
the Cash Room for the purposes of
a television studio and the actual
space that the studio would require
.: since a large section of the room
would have to be curtained off as a
storage place for television
cameras.
No speCific reason for the move
was mB;de public. Flynn, when

love will
always.be
.

.

..

.

CAROLINE 13!10
ALSO FROM ZOO
WEDDING RING 79
MAN'S 129

You can pay more, but you can't
buy a finer diamond ring than
a Keepsake ... and that's something to remember ..

.

.

.

'
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th'e most· enjoyable taste in beer today ·

Cliff's Notes are great any time you
need help in literature! We
recommend buyin11 early so that
you can use them as you stuay
the assi11ned play or novel and as
a helpful review prior to exams.
·Get the Cliff's Notes you need
today. You'll see why they're the
. preferred study aid of millions of ·
students nationwide. IP.S.l If your
dealer's out of a title, he can 11et
another fast with Cliff's "Hot Line".

-Anonymous.·

STUDENT CHARGE
ACCOUNTS INVITED

•

750 SWIFTON SHOPPING
CENTER. CINCINNATI, OHIO

.

731-1100
WESTERN HILLS PLAZA

111-.1111
8th AND MONMOUTH,
NEWPORT.KENTUCKY

211-4183
llHllf 211 titlH- llWIJI IYlll1'11

·JHEHVQ~POHL BREWING. C()MPA~~y OF CINCINNATI. OHIO

·~'"'" , ..~. Ill 111'.
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GENEROUS DISCOUNTS 'fO
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS AND
FACULl'.V MEMBERS
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Raids Expose Drug Problem At Xavier
fContinued

from page 1)

were required to face the incident but was not charged by rooms at Xavier, and
university discipline board, the Cincinnati Police withdrew expressed the hope that such
Kirkham, Foster, and Lobianco ·from Xavier.
'
unfortunate measures would
op~ .to withdraw ~m the
Sbe~er emphasized that not be required in the future.
.umve~1tr; they ari: eligible for• . this incident was especially Shearer concluded: ''This is
readm1ss1on to Xavit:~ ~fter this serious since it involved the the one me81afe that I would
semester. The remainmg two traMcing ·0 f drugs and that ·like to get acroH to the
students went before the board · ·
'
students, that students who
O'Connell was suspended for ~ this is the reason be called in sell drugs to others for their
semester, an~ Williams received a the city police. He noted tJiat own profit have no place at
lesser punishment. A sixth 11tudent this is the first time city police . Xavier University."
whoaJieg~ywasinvolvedin the. have bad to search student's
Mr. Edward Ttirner, head of

Xavier Safety-Security Office, said
that his staff, especially officers
David Zabecki and Raymond
Lei8ner, graduates of Hamilton
County Police Academy, will
continue to keep a close watch on
drugs at Xavier; and he is
confident that, with the continued
support of the Student Affiars
Office and the student body, his
office will succeed in dealing with
the 'situation.
·

Mr. Edward G. Turner

In our Advanced Course the monthly sub-_ .
sistence allowance has just been increased.· From $50 to $100.
One hundred dollars every month for 10 months of the school
year. To spend on room.and board, dates and ball games. ·
.
.
To save for grad school.
But Army ROTC means a lot more than m~re
money. It means management and leadership e~perience that
you just can't get anywhere else. The kind of thing that can
land you a better job, and move you along faster once you
get it. It means a commission as an officer and everything·
that goes with it. The prestige, the pay, the chance to travel,
the experience.
·
Now ROTC looks .
even better. For the money
you'll earn today. Jror the person
you'll be tomorrow. See ~your
Professor of Military Science,
...:· .: . :)~y"
or send the coupon f.or
information.
Army ROTC .
. The more you 19ok at it,
the better it looks ..
,.,'

.,,,
.,.,.,

.,~"

.}~/

.,..,"
Army ROTC .
.,.,
P.O. Bo" 1270!1
./
Philadelphia, Pa. l!ll!M
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If you want to buy a
Diamond, make it
Litwin Quality.
Litwin Diamond Cutters·
114 West 8th Str~et

• •

Student Overseas Services has ·
Our cafeteria service has
recently bMn auilty of· false announced that summer jobs in
advertising. The'apecific incident Europe . are-av8ilable to college
referred · to concerns the moat siucfeiifs· willing to work.
' recent listing of sirloin steaks on Thousands of payhig itudent jobs
the cafeteria menu. The listing of are available in European resorts,
the steak dinners occurrecl before hotels, offices, shops, restaurants,
the eemeeter break. The auppoeed factoriee, hoapitala, and on farms
sirloin steaks which the donniea and construction sites. Moat
consumed were, in reality, nothing opening& are located in
more than just good hamburgers. Switzerland, Germany, France,
In more technical terms, our England, and Spain, butother jobs
sirloin steaks are known as are available in other countries.
"proceaaed steak." Although such Interested students may obtain
actions may seem to be, for some, a application forms, job listings and
minor point, such advertising is at descriptions, and the SOS
least dishonest and, if cafeteria Handbook on earning a trip to
officials charge paying customers Europe by sending their name,
more for such dinners, their action. address, educational institution
is nothing leas than outright theft. · ' and $1 (for addressing, handling
and postage) to: SOS - USA; Box
5173; Santa Barbara, CA 93108..
Opportunities are also available
Reliable information has been
received which indicates that the . for busloada of young people to
check room on the first floor of the tour Europe this summer. Pan Am
University Center · will be· will host these tours in their newlytransformed into an office for our contrived hotelbus, a vehicle with
Food Services staff and a women's bed&, kitchen, showers, and toilets
mounted on a truck that drives
lounge.
right along with the bus. Fifteenday itineraries of Great Britain,
•
•
· Italy, and Scandinavia are offered,
StUdents interested in spending
as well as longer tours of Eastern
the summerof'72in Europe should Europe, Spain, and Morocco, anda
consider the following notices:
six-country Grand Tour. Land
anangementa by Exprinter range
in cost from $195 to $300. For
further information or

••••••

•

••

•

What is life without love?.
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The Cincinnati B8llet Company
Will become the finf Cincinnati
performing organization to appear
on the College of Mount St. Joseph
Performing A,rts Series when the
company appears in the college
theatre at 8:30 p.m. on Thursday,
February 10.
The program of four ballets will
include "Paa de Quatre," "Guitar
Concerto,'' "Clouds," and "Grand
Waltz-Tchaikovsky."
Tickets are still available and
information can be obtained by·
calling the college at 244-4723.

••••••

The ~oat points ever scored by a
Xavier football team? The answer:
132againstLeeCollegein1927.By
the way, the final score of the
contest was 132-0.

• •••••

Xavier University handbook ten
years ago today: Xavier students
are not allowed to organize or to
· attend private parties in ho~l,
motel, apartment, or board1~g
house rooms unless such parties
are · supervised and properly
chaperoned by parents or. older
relatives and have been preVJouely
approved by the Office of the Dean
of Men: Xavier students may not
. organize and promote socials
reservatioiis~--contacC Pan Am
elsewhere than in their private ·
Airlines oi your nearest Pan Am homes without previous approval
travel agent. ·
by the office of the Dean of Men.

A Moral Problem
(Continued from page 4)

can also discuss the football as a pay will help us with food and
metaphor for human greed, or the laundry expenses, and beet of all,
game itself as an aid to football will be in the mouths and
understanding . the moral . minds of everybody!"
. intricacies of warfare; discussions
"Right on!" shouted the Board.
could center on the referee as a
"Say it again, say it again! We like
U.N. figure or the waterboy as a
conscientious· objector. The it, we like it!"
"Of course," Mack said, "our
possibilities are endless!"
players have to be excused from
"Touchdown!!!" cheered the .
this course; we don't want them to
Board members in unison.
get any wrong ideas! We can
"This way," Mack went on, "all always say they're doing lab work
our problems can be solved. in this area."
·
Football will have to stay on
"But who's going to teach the
campus, in case aomeone wants to . course?" asked one member.
do graduate work in this area.
Mack grined shyly and said,
We'll also have better attendance,
aince students will be required to · "And I won't even charge the
see the sames for.homework. The university that much."
tuition the atudents would have to
The motion was drawn up,
speedily approved, and addressed
TAX SPECIALIST
to the Board of Truateea. The
Student Returns Only
meeting ended with the prayer
$1 to $2· per return·. "Our Father, who artatX---,
Free advice?
allowed be thy game,'' and with
contact
the Board's own special Pledge of
David A. Denning
Allegiance (... to the game of the
304 Husman Hall XU
United States of America).
or call 531-9531
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SKIwhere its happening!
snow trails MANSFlllD

From one beer lover to 3.n<>ther.
'

.·

THE STJtOH BREWERY COMPANY, DE'fROIT, llUCHIGAN 48226

· Chair• T·Bars·· Tows• Snow Machines• Night Skiing
Swiss Barn Oaylodge • Fireplace Lounges • Hot Food
Wine • Beer • Complete Ski Sho
Ski School • GLM Plan • Rentals
Ski Patrol •Toboggan Run • Fun
FREE FOLDER write SNOW TRAILS
Box 160, Mansfield, Ohio 44901

or call (419) 522·7393
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Dayton falls, 77-66

Xavier Trashes UWM, UD
by RICK SADOWSKI
Coming off a disappointing road
trip, the fired-up Musketeers tookit
~1iton the t,JniversityofWisconsin
(Milwaukee) to the tune of 82-62.
The Muskies shot the eyes out of
the basket (58% in the first halt)
and took a commanding 41·31
half-time lead. The Muskies
controlled the boards and stayed
hot, while coasting to their ·eighth
victory of the season. Dick
Campbell was able to use all 13 of
his players as the Panthers never
threatened in the second half.
Jerry Helmers had a superb game,
scoring 26 points; while Tom
Binegar got 16.
On Saturday night, the
Musketeers hosted the Dayton
Flyers before 3344 fans in Schmidt
Fieldhouse, and avenged an
earlier loss, winning by a score of
77-66. Only the tremendous
shooting of sophomore guard
Donald · Smith, who netted 29
points, kept the Flyers from being
completely blown off the court.

by Mike 'Sylvester. But three
straight · fouls, · and . a ten-foot
jumper with 7 seconds left on the
clock by Doug Alt, iced the game.
When the final buzzer went off, the ·
team was mobbed; this was only
the second win for Xavier over
Dayton in. the last 16 meetings
between the two teams. Tom
. Binegar finished. with 16 points,
while Alt had 15; Helmers got 13
points and five rebounds, while
Fullarton scored 15 points and
pulled in 12 rebounds.
The Muskies take their 9-9
record into Milwaukee tonight,
where they face the M!ll'quette
Warriors - ranked second in the .
country. Last year Xavier was
Xavier, still strong at home, makes it 9-9.
beaten 91-60 there, but the game ,_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - should be much closer than that

As usual, the Muskies
dominated the boards; the most
important factor, however, was
possibly the fact that Xavier
turned the ball over on only six
occasions. And when the going got
rough, Xavier never lost its poise.
The lead see-sawed back and
forth in the first half, with Dayton
finally erasing a seven-point
deficit to take a 38-36 lead. The
Flyers stretched that to 41·36 with
19:27 to play, and then Xavier
caught tire. Xavier tied the game
at 48-apiece with 12:16 to go on a
beautiful, twisting layup by Scotty
Franklin, ·and the Muskies were
never headed after that. Bob
Fullarton destroyed Dayton's
center, Steve "Stork" Lawrence,
and eventually forced him to foul
out of the game with 11:42 left.
Jerry Helmers put Xavier out in
front, 65-57, on a driving layup
with four minutes left, but Dayton
came· back within three, 69-66,.
with a minut.e to go on a bank shot

Xavier-Dayton

XU Loses Five Straight
by RICK SADOWSKI
The ~avier Musket.eers played
what was perhaps their best game
of the season on Saturday,
January 15, at Schmidt
Fieldhouse, but their efforts went
for naught. The Muskies ran into
13th-ranked Villanova and
although Xavier played evenly
with the Wildcats throughout the
entire contest, .the visitors were
just too strong and escaped with a
68-60 victory. Xavier hasn't won
over the Wildcats since 1962.
The Muskies came out in the
first halfwitha zone defense and it
worked e~mely well. Good
defense and some torrid shooting
from Doug Alt, Jerry Helmers and
Bob Fullarton propelled Xavier
into a 33-30 halftime lead. Xavier
shot 68% from the field and forced
Villanova out of their zone defense
late in the half.
In the second half, it was just a
question of Villanov~ 's
consistency. They shot59% (57% in
opening halt) while the Muskies
could only hit 38% of their shots.
Siemiontkowski began tomake his
presence known, hitting on several
shots from inside and from the free
throw line. Tom Inglesby, the
Cats' tine guard who had scored 12
points in the first half to keep his
team in the game, scored only
sev~n in the final 20 minutes but
. his teammates were able to make'
up for it.
· Fullarton finished the game
with 23 points and nine rebounds,
while Alt and Helmers chipped in
with 13 and 12, respectively.
Villanova had balanced scoringlnglesby got 19, Siemiontkowski
18, Chris Ford 14, and Ed Hastings
finished with ten. Xavier outrebounded Villanova by a 33-26
margin.

in the·game the score was knotted
at 48 apiece. But the Titans scored
13' straight points and pulled
ahead 61-48. A. full-court press and
the hot hand of Doug Alt put the
Muskies back in reach, 67-74, but
Xavier could get no closer. Frank
Russell, the Titans sensation who
is Cazzie Russell's brother, led all
scoreis with 20 points. Aft· scored
14inthesecondhalfandwoundup
with 16.
·Theteamplayedtheirnextgame
in Pittsburgh's Civic Arena

::::!t!'~~n~';~~2 err:r:t.

by MILTON SPROWL

Xavier's women's swimming
DAYTON
FGM FTM Rbd• Aat TP
teani finished eleventh out of the
4
1
7 0 9
Sylvemter.........
18 teams which competed in the
3
3
3 0 9
Gri1aby............
·
· International
Invitational
Bitter................
2
O
5 1 4
Murnen ............
1
1
3 2· 3
Swimming and Diving Meet. The
Smith................
22
5
3 5 29
1972 meet was held on January 22
3 1 8
Gahm................
.3
2
in Waterloo, Canada (outside of
Lawrence........
1
2
3 0 4
O
M
Kill....................
o
o o 2 o
ttowa).
ichigan State
Bertke..............
o o 1 o o University finished first,
Von Lehman..
o
o ...! __Q __Q upsetting favored Wake Forest,
Totals.........
26 . 14
32 20 66 ,which finished second. This was
Team Rebounde-Three.
surprizing in view of Wake
Forest's strong AAU and Pan
XAVIER
FGM FTM Rbda Aat TP
American team swimmers.
BloHom........... · 0
4
3 1 4
Heimerw...........
4
·5
5 3 13
Kathy Keatingwonfirstplacein
0
3 0 4
2
Warren.............
the. 100-meter breaststroke and
7
1
3 1 15
Alt.....................
second 1'n the 200-meter
Blne1ar............
7
2
7 3 16
Franklin..........
3
2
2 1 s.
breaststroke. Keating, like most
Fullarton.........
5
5
12 1 15
women sWimmers at the meet,
0
2 ...! __Q 2
Willi• ................
began her competitive swimming
28
21
39 10 77
Totals.........
in an AAU program like the
Attendance: 3344 .
Cincinnati Marlins. Now that she
DAYTON .................................... 38
2IMl6 is older she has continued in
XAVIER. ..................................... 36
41-77 competition on a collegiate level.

The other finalist, sophomore
Kathy Lukens, placed third in the
50-meter freestyle. . She also
finished ·seventh in the 50-meter
butterfly · and fourth in her
speciality, the 100-meter freestyle.
Lukens also started in the Marlins
at 14. Over· Christmas vacation
she played on the Marlin's Water
Polo team at the National AAU
indoor Waterpolo finals in Flordia.
Xavier's 200:.meter medley relay
team,· Cindy Brown, Kathy
Keating,Kathy Lukens and Mary
Nurre finished twelfth despite
tough oppostion ..
On the whole, the team has
improved since last year and is
looking forward to a tri-meet with
the University of Cincinnati, Mt.
St. Joseph, and Xavier. Another
meet is possible with Indiana
University.

.__;::::::::::.=:::::::::::::_________________________
XAVIER v ARSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS

Xavier jumped out in front with an
early 6-2 lead, but the Dukes,
headed by their 6-9 center Lionel
Billingy, came roaring back. The
Muskies trailed 22·12 with just 7:02
to · go in the ·half, but they
attempted a comeback of their
own. But the Dukes' Dave Roddy,
who came off the bench for Jack
Wojdowski - who was in foul
trouble, hit two jumpers in the last
· five seconds to make the score 3126. Xavier hit on only 30% of their
shots in the half. The field goal
percentage improved in the second
half, but Duquesne's Mike Barr
and Ruben Montanez were just too
much for the Musket.eers. Xavier
chipped away at the Duke lead,
and eventually tied up the score,
45-45, with about ten minutes left.
But costly turnovers, unbelievable
officiating, and the outstanding
ball-handling of Barr did the
Muskies in. The final sctrewas6557. Billingy had 20 points and 16 ·
rebounds for Duquesne, while
·Montanez had 16 points. Jerry
Helmers paced Xavier with 16
points, while Conny Warren had
'12 points and 14 rebounds.

The final game of the road trip
took the Muskies into
The Xavier Musketeers dropped Philadelphia's Palestra, where the
all three of their games over the St. Joseph Hawks fowled the
semester break, losing heart- visitorf, 75-63. This was an uneven
breakers to Detroit, Duquesne, and contes from the outset, as it
St. Joseph's (Pa.).
· seemed that both of the game
A . small crowd watched the officials were wearing crimson
University of Detroit Titans pull and gray uniforms. Xavier played
away from the Muskies in the well in the first half, and led 33-31.
second half, and then hang on to But the Hawks came back in the
win by four, 7~. Both teams final 20 minutes, and led by their
played a . control game in the tine center,· 6-8 Mike Banton,
opening half, with Detroit leading pulled away for their 14th win in ·
by three, 31-28. Neither team shot 16 starts. St. Joe's literally lived at
very .well from the field but Bob the free throw line, taking 41 shots
· Fullarton did an effective job of from that part of the court; Xavier
shutting off the Titans' Gerald got only 15. Even Jack McKinney,
Smith, a seven-footer.· In the the Hawks' head coach, said he
second half, both teams began to was embarrassed by the "homeopen up more and with 9:36 to play job" officiating.

·Swimmers Place I Ith

thisyear.

PLAYER
Helmere ..........
Fullerton ........
Alt ....................
Bine1~ ...........
Warren ............
Eck ...................
Deardorff.......
Blossom ..........
Willis ...............
Franklin .........
Petroski .........
Suleski .........
Matsen ............

G
18
18
18
18
18
17
16
15
13

H
6
4
3

GS FGA FGM
17 197
97
17 161
104
18 180
79
11 122
58
18 146
57
0 40
24
_19··
4
45
1
21
16
0
20
14
1
27
11
3
10
5
0
5
2
0
1
0

FG'Ht FTA FTM F'I'% REB AVG AST. Pl'S AVG
.492 106
83 .783
99
5.6
31 . 277 15.4
.646
85
60 .706 140
7.8
15 268 14.9
.439
34
29 .853
60
3.4
41
187 10.4
.475
62
38 :528
61
3.4
8.6
35' 154
.390
45
30 .667
194 10.8
15 144
7.8
.600
12
8 .667
"6
20 · 1.1
'56
3.3
.425
26
15 .577
17
1.1
14
53
3.1
.762
25
19 .760
34
2.3
5
51
3.6
.700
16
11 .688
23
3,0
1.8
4
39
.407
11
·4 .364
14
1.0
11
26
1.9
·7
.500
3
2 .667
4 .06
12
2.0
.400
3
0 .000
3
0.8
0
4
1.0
.000
0
0. .000
1
0.3
0
0
0.0

It must be twenty years since the pl·ace was
painted. But you won't be able to.tell it
when the job's done. And while you're
.working, the great taste of Coca-Cola keeps everybody happy.

!I

It's the real thing.Coke.

Bollled under the authoril of The Coca-Cola C~mpan b : Uicii:Cola &Otuin" Workll Company, Cincinnati

